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Context and setting
• Competence-based education
• Mixed curriculum: lectures, seminars & internship in
educational institutions
• Participants:
• 73 students (19 groups)
• 8 teachers
• Three courses
• Assessment of competences
• Design of learning material
• Teaching in intercultural classrooms

• 1 year-long study

Aim and research questions
• Aim
-

to support and stimulate students` learning through
collaborative projects

• Research questions
1. What types of interactions can be identified in student
groups` object-oriented collaboration supported by
online technology?
2. How do particular interaction types contribute to
knowledge object development?
3. How can knowledge objects progression be traced
and depicted across time?

Theoretical background
• Knowledge is socially constructed
– Meaning is created in interaction, through use of tools and language
(Vygotsky, 1978; Linnell, 2002)

– Understanding and knowing are mediated by objects created and shared
by the community (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005; Van Aalst, 2009)

• Knowledge objects materialize theoretical and practical
knowledge* emerging from
– learners’ individual knowledge & interactions between learners
E.g.: Research reports, Essays, Design, Software products, etc.

• Methodological approach
–

DBR: implementation in various phases, refinement of methods and
instruments (Collins, Joseph & Bielaczyc, 2004; Brown, 1992)

Design, interventions, activities

Project/
design
meetings

Group
coaching

Group
work

What student groups worked on
•

Analysis and
evaluation of
assessment
instruments at
internship
places

•

•

Guidelines and
support website
for internships
abroad

Guidelines
for working
with bullied
pupils

•

Support website for
working with pupils with
learning problems

Shared spaces

Functionalities

Data corpus
Data types

Obtained from:
Field activities

KPE

Interaction data

Recordings of (group) meetings
E-mail correspondence

Chat discussion protocols

Knowledge objects

Drafts, group products
Meeting notes
Field notes

Content items (Documents,
Wiki, notes), Comments
Log data

Reflections

Reflective questionnaires
Semi- structured interviews

Background material

Official course documents

Analyses
0. Overall description of activities

1. Mechanisms of object-oriented collaboration
a. Types of (productive) interactions during object-oriented
collaboration
Ø coding action-relevant episodes (ARE)
Ø identifying sequences of productive (inter)actions

b. Analysis of developing objects
Ø mapping uptake of relevant concepts and ideas in interactions
and developing objects
Ø object progression and elaboration – degrees of elaboration

c. Content analysis of students` reflections
d. Object assessment

Interaction categories
Categories (of actions)

Actions

1) Creating awareness

identifying lack of knowledge
indicating need for new knowledge
stating problem/focus

2) Sharing knowledge

sharing information (from sources)
sharing own experiences

(* Knowledge sharing)

3) Creating shared
understanding
(*Knowledge construction)

4) Generative
collaborative actions
(*Knowledge creation)

5) Regulative actions
6) Other
Damsa et al., (2010); * Van Aalst (2009)

structuring new concepts/knowledge
creating explanations
discussing misunderstandings
(re)framing problem/focus
generating new ideas
negotiating new ideas
(collaborative) idea up-take
elaborating ideas
(constructive) use of feedback

Coding of (verbal) interaction
Participant
1. Liz:
2. Ann:
3. Jane:
4. Ann:
5. Liz:
6. Jane:
7. Ann:
8. Jane:

Discussion line
…So, in Part A we have these theoretical sections, wherein the main
criteria validity, reliability, transparency, and authenticity are defined
and explained…and then …
Then we apply them. No, wait…
No, we don’t apply them. We establish the relationship between the(3
criteria and each method.
Yes, that’s it. In here it goes from broad to more specific, related to the
practice situation and the specificity of the method. […]
A good point, but we shouldn’t go in that direction. I see it differently. I
would suggest that we take each method as described and discuss how we
think it should be applied to meet the quality criteria.
But that is again very theoretical, don’t you think? Why not take the standard
way designed for our schools and check that out in relation to the criteria?
Then make conclusions based on that.
Can you explain? I don’t get it.
Errrm, well, in my school they have, for example, this common assessment
form for proof of competence. All the assessors must use it, and the
assessment of the same pupils by more assessors is discussed at the end. It’s
something that has to do with reliability.

Analytic
categories
(3) Structuring
concepts
(3) Framing
focus
(3) Elaborating
ideas
(4) Generating
new idea
(4) Negotiating
ideas
(2) Sharing
information
(3) Framing
Focus

Set of basic concepts - example
Proof of
Competence (PC)
Criterion-oriented
Interview (CoI)
‘Green’ Proof of
Competence (GPC)

Competencebased
education

Standardization
Comparability

Assessment
method
Quality criteria
for authentic
assessment (4)
Authentic
assessment

Definition and
description

Reliability

Authenticity
Suitability (ed. goals)
Validity

Acceptation

Transparency
Meaningfullness

Relationship quality
criteria & methods

Honesty
Time and costs

Applicability
Implementation

Replicability

Assessment form
Tasks

Objectivity
Norm

Context

(External) Assessors
Observable behaviour

Cognitive complexity
Consequences

object elaboration
• Levels of elaboration – integrative complexity*
– Level 0
– Level 1 - little integrative complexity, reflect single, nondifferentiated ideas
– Level 2: express multiple perspectives, provided by
information sources and own insights, no new
conceptualizations
– Level 3: specify a dynamic relation between perspectives,
and include new conceptual links with other concepts and
ideas

* Cummings, A., Schlosser, A., & Arrow, H. (1996)

Results
• Interactions
– series of epistemic actions that had productive function
• Problem identification
Ø Collecting and sharing experiences and information
Ø Structuring concepts and ideas
Ø Generating new ideas
Ø Idea uptake
Ø (Individual) Elaboration of drafts
Ø Group feedback
Ø Revision

Results continued
• Uptake
– strategy by majority of groups: set of basic concepts
– reduced number of concepts and ideas elaborated

• object development - elaboration
– wide range of textual elaboration degrees
– object (drafts) discussed with group better elaborated
– well-performing groups: clear strategies for object
elaboration – use of feedback

Conclusions – on findings
• Collaborative process
– Particular sequencing of actions in interaction
– Strict vision of labour – less focus on epistemic aspects

• Collaborative object development
– Uptake strategy
• set of basic concepts
• not always occurring naturally based on interactions

– object mediating interaction
– Where epistemic actions – higher level of object complexity
– Where several iterations and peer feedback rounds – higher level
of complexity

Concluding remarks
• Pedagogical design
– Attended problems addressed
– Stimulated productive interactions
– Awareness of complexity of collaborative process and object
– Strategies for source use & object elaboration

• Research methodology
– Approach - integration of the social-cultural ideas with the
knowledge building perspective
– Design: complex and difficult to implement
– Analyses - attempt to link collaborative process with outcomes –
`organic` analytic perspective

Thank you!
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